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Abstract—IoT and edge computing are profoundly changing
the information era, bringing a hyper-connected and context-
aware computing environment to reality. Connected vehicles are
a critical outcome of this synergy, allowing for the seamless
interconnection of autonomous mobile/fixed objects, giving rise
to a decentralized vehicle-to-everything (V2X) paradigm. On
this front, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) proposed the Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC)
standard, addressing the execution of cloud-like services at the
very edge of the infrastructure, thus facilitating the support of
low-latency services at the far-edge. In this article, we go a step
further and propose a novel ETSI MEC-compliant architecture
that fully exploits the synergies between the edge and far-edge,
extending the pool of virtualized resources available at MEC
nodes with vehicular ones found in the vicinity. In particular,
our approach allows vehicle entities to access and partake in
a negotiation process embodying a rewarding scheme, while ad-
dressing resource volatility as vehicles join and leave the resource
pool. To demonstrate the viability and flexibility of our proposed
approach, we have built an ETSI MEC-compliant simulation
model, which could be tailored to distribute application requests
based on the availability of both local and remote resources,
managing their transparent migration and execution. In addition,
the paper reports on the experimental validation of our proposal
in a 5G network setting, contrasting different service delivery
modes, by highlighting the potential of the dynamic exploitation
of far-edge vehicular resources.

Index Terms—Multi-access Edge Computing, MEC, Vehicular
Computing, VANET, 5G

I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the vast improvements in computing technologies
and the pervasive deployment of next-generation communi-
cation networks, it is estimated that every new vehicle will
be connected in the near future, embodying the potential of
a fully-fledged mobile computing platform where vehicles
serve as computation nodes for a diverse range of services.
Different from vehicular networking [1], which serves as a
communication enabler for applications associated with trans-
portation, vehicle computing focuses on the computation func-
tion and emphasizes the promising role it embodies towards
the implementation of a pervasive context-aware computing
environment. This computing environment can play a major
role in future ICT systems for supporting applications like

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and full-scale smart
cities [2].

Mobility-as-a-service and high-definition (HD) map gen-
eration are examples of such services, provisioned spanning
cloud-to-vehicle resources where computationally heavy tasks
are offloaded to resource-hungry cloud-based nodes. How-
ever, as the number of embedded sensors and smart vehicles
grows, the amount of in-vehicle generated data may represent
a serious problem for the infrastructure [3]. At the same
time, cloud-based solutions are generally unfit to serve delay-
sensitive application scenarios, which are currently served
by shifting computation at the edge of the network while
providing services and data preprocessing functions.

On this front, the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) has worked on the standardization of a cloud
platform co-located at the edge of the network, including
the Radio Access Network (RAN), named Multi-Access Edge
Computing (MEC) [4]. The standardized architecture includes
functional components tasked with the management and or-
chestration of edge resources, managing MEC applications’
life-cycle, and providing standardized reference points to ac-
cess the services. ETSI MEC augments legacy radio units
with cloud-like computing capabilities, thus representing a
pillar technology for (beyond) 5G cellular networks, allowing
application deployment spanning cloud/edge resources [5].

New opportunities and challenges arise as a growing number
of businesses start to exploit the shared edge-cloud environ-
ment. In contrast to traditional cloud deployment environments
in data centers, the edge has limited resources and may not
always be able to satisfy application demands for resources
and associated QoS. Moreover, the technical challenges associ-
ated with advanced edge infrastructures are exacerbated by the
convergence trends meant to make sure an end-user can access
the whole range of subscribed services. For these reasons, the
need has emerged to identify new resources that can support
the edge infrastructure dynamically, thus enabling service
availability in dense and congested deployment scenarios.
Toward this end, some examples of applications that may
benefit from such a dynamic scenario involve decentralized
learning contexts, where opportunistic resources can improve
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the overall learning process in terms of data quality and
training/prediction speed. Additionally, in a smart city context,
the availability of more resources could enable the creation of
edge-enabled digital twins to keep track of assets present in
the city and execute computationally demanding simulation
tasks.

Taking a step towards the implementation of the afore-
mentioned pervasive computing environment, our proposal
extends the MEC resource pool so to leverage far-edge device
resources, exposed and made available in a standardized
way. To this end, we propose a novel ETSI MEC-compliant
architecture that can tap into far-edge resources within an
Area of Interest (AoI). Node resources are registered at the
edge resource pool, exposed and accessed via standardized
interfaces. To handle node mobility, the architecture assists the
application migration by triggering the user context transfer
to MEC applications running on nodes leaving the AoI. To
demonstrate the viability of our proposal, we have developed
a simulation model, readily available for researchers in [6],
that extends the MEC infrastructure with vehicular onboard
resources. Our simulation model supports MEC application
deployment on vehicle resources and manages their volatility
as vehicles enter and leave the AoI. We evaluate the proposed
approach by benefiting from two real-world datasets (about
user mobility and parking lot occupancy) where there is
the need to manage service migrations triggered by vehicle
mobility. Finally, let us highlight that this work represents the
first effort at enabling the deployment of vehicular resources
in a multi-vendor and multi-operator scenario, through the
exploitation of (the original extension of) an established ETSI
standard.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides a brief description of the main func-
tional elements of the ETSI MEC architecture used as the
standard reference basis in our design, along with details about
the simulation tools adopted to develop the extended model.

A. ETSI MEC

The MEC standard by ETSI proposes an architecture [4]
introducing cloud computing capabilities at the very edge
of the network, offering the ability to run so-called MEC
Applications (MEC-App) within a virtualized and multi-tenant
environment. The MEC architecture comprises two main parts:
the system and host levels. The system level represents the en-
try point for users to request service execution and it is usually
deployed in the core network. The central element, the MEC
Orchestrator (MEC-O), has a view of the MEC Hosts (MEC-
Hs) present in a particular area and is responsible for choosing
the best one according to the requirements of the requested
service, triggering both the instantiation and termination of
applications. In this context, the User Application LifeCycle
Management Proxy (UALCMP) acts as an intermediary for
the users by supporting instantiation and termination requests
forwarded to the MEC-O.

TABLE I: Table of acronyms for MEC elements

Abbreviation Definition
AMS Application Mobility Service
MEC Multi-access Edge Computing

MEC-App MEC Application
MEC-H MEC Host
MEC-O MEC Orchestrator
MEC-P MEC Platform

MEC-PM MEC Platform Manager
UALCMP User Application LifeCycle Management Proxy

VI Virtualisation Infrastructure
VIM Virtualisation Infrastructure Manager

The host level lies at the edge of the network and realizes
and manages the virtualization platform where applications are
deployed. At this tier of the network, the MEC-H is the main
entity providing computational, network, and storage resources
for the MEC-Apps by exploiting the MEC Platform (MEC-P)
and the Virtualization Infrastructure (VI). The MEC-P exposes
a service registry in which applications can discover, offer
and consume standard MEC services defined by ETSI; at the
moment of writing, the standard supports four types of services
that each MEC-H might maintain: Radio Network Information
Service, Location Service, Traffic Management Service, and
Application Mobility Service (AMS) [7] conceived to handle
MEC-App migrations between edge nodes. In this context,
each application runs as a virtual machine or container on
top of the VI, and it optionally interacts with the MEC-
P and its registry to take advantage of the standard MEC
services. Finally, alongside the MEC-H, the Virtualization
Infrastructure Manager (VIM) and the MEC Platform Manager
(MEC-PM) serve as access points for the MEC-O to the
lower layer. The VIM has the task of managing and releasing
the virtualized resources and appropriately configuring the VI
to run software images, while the MEC-PM handles all the
components functions related to a specific MEC-H.

B. OMNeT++ and Simu5G

OMNeT++ [8] is a discrete event simulator framework used
to model and build general-purpose simulations. It proposes
a modular architecture based on components that can be
arranged to create simulation models easily and effectively.

Build on top of OMNeT++ is Simu5G [9], a simulation li-
brary containing a collection of models and components useful
for creating arbitrarily complex end-to-end scenarios involving
5G radio networks. Simu5G models both the core network
and the RAN of a 5G network through the implementation of
3GPP-compliant protocols and a physical transmission system
based on a set of customizable channels. The simulations cre-
ated with this library can also leverage heterogeneous models
related to gNBs base stations while supporting handover and
inter-cell interference coordination. Indeed, Simu5G can be
used to analyze transition scenarios, from 4G to 5G networks,
thanks to the ability to use dual connectivity (X2) between
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Fig. 1: MEC extension architecture diagram

eNB and gNB access types. Among the various implemented
models, Simu5G provides an implementation of the ETSI
MEC standard with its main components (i.e., MEC-O, MEC-
H, etc.) and the ability to create applications that communicate
via ETSI-compliant interfaces with other elements of the MEC
ecosystem. Running applications can either be self-contained
or take advantage of the presence of standard MEC services;
currently, the framework implements the Location Service and
the Radio Network Interface Service. A significant feature
of the tool is that Simu5G can also be employed as a real-
time emulator to replace simulation elements with real devices
and thus use the same code for simulation and prototyping.
Additionally, this also allows for more realistic and reliable
data collection.

Our simulation model works within the OMNeT++ simu-
lation tool and relies on the Simu5G communication library.
It provides a new interpretation of the ETSI MEC functional
elements enabling dynamic resource acquisition at MEC Host
level.

While preserving the general aspect of our study and with-
out loss of generality, in the following section, we survey prior
research effort on key design features our solution embodies.

III. RELATED WORK

Considerable research effort has been devoted in the past,
advocating for the use of vehicular resources to improve
service delivery at the edge [10]. The concept of Vehicular
Cloud Computing was initially proposed in [11] and [12].
Abuelela and Olariu [11] introduced the concept of Vehicular
Cloud (VC), where vehicular resources are exploited as a mean
to provide diverse community services. Similarly, Gerla in [12]
outlined two applications of VC in which vehicles not only act

as datacentres but also as observers of the environment. The
service delivery model discussed in these works embodies new
challenges when compared to the traditional, infrastructure-
based one, such as task scheduling and distribution, resource
volatility and acquisition, to be attributed to the unpredictabil-
ity of the environment, i.e., node mobility.

Counteracting the mobility phenomenon, the authors in [13],
[14] proposed to use parked vehicles as relay nodes, which
can help improve connectivity and augment the chances of
message delivery. Conversely, other works focused on ex-
ploiting vehicle resources for edge application execution [15]–
[18]. On this front, Huang et al. [15] proposed a centralized
architecture, where the central node (i.e., nodes at the edge of
the network) receive task request which are then distributed
as sub-tasks on selected parked vehicles. Similar in its ob-
jective, the work in [16] proposes a decentralized approach,
offloading task execution to vehicle resources available nearby.
Addressing a practical challenge to service delivery, Li et
al. [19] defined a contract-based incentive mechanism to
persuade vehicle owners to rent out their resources. Similarly,
the authors in [14] propose an auction-based model where
participating nodes compete to lend their resources in an
extended vehicular resource pool.

Due to mobility, the vehicular resource pool might be
subject to continuous changes in terms of capacity and task
offloading decisions require carefully consideration. The ne-
cessity for this might also arise due to an inaccurate estimate
of residual resource availability. In this context, most of the
works propose algorithmic strategies used to evaluate the prob-
ability of nodes to complete task execution [15]–[18], [20].
However, these approaches are probabilistic, neglecting also



practical considerations such as nodes refusing to partake in
the resource pool. In this direction, the authors in [21] present
a two-stage algorithm that handles service migration from one
service provider to another in a vehicular network context.
The algorithm relies on several metrics, such as average
latency and energy consumption, to properly select the next
service provider. Although there has been some research effort
addressing task scheduling and resource allocation problems
in the vehicular network tier, these proposals neglect and make
no consideration of the challenges arising in multi-vendor
and multi-domain environments. Furthermore, the migration
problem does not seem to concern many authors.

In this paper, we propose an ETSI MEC-compliant archi-
tecture and an accompanying simulation model, extending
the edge resource pool to contemplate far-edge (vehicular)
resource infrastructures. Vehicular resources can be transpar-
ently accessed and made readily available through standard-
ized interfaces. Our proposal has built-in mechanisms capable
of deploying and distributing applications on the available
resource pool, while addressing resource volatility issues (i.e.,
nodes joining/leaving) via a transparent migration mechanism
that exploits already available constructs. As an extension
of the ETSI MEC standard, the model allows us to deal
with some of the aforementioned challenges, providing better
integration with cloud resources and enabling coexistence
among heterogeneous technologies.

IV. OUR PROPOSED MEC EXTENSION FOR THE DYNAMIC
EXPLOITATION OF NEIGHBOR VEHICULAR RESOURCES

Our work stems from the observation that MEC-Hs (i.e.
edge nodes) have limited capabilities when compared to cloud-
backed ones. The proposal turns the MEC-H into a logical
entity that can leverage multiple VIs, dynamically adding and
removing localized computational resources.

Referring to Fig. 1, our proposal allows the inclusion of
the far-edge (vehicular) layer in cloud continuum deployment
environments. Thus, in addition to locally defined hosts (edge
nodes), it involves also remote host resources that are reach-
able and added dynamically via the RAN (e.g., 5G RAN).
The approach entails some changes in the MEC traditional
architecture in terms of structure and interactions (steps 1©- 6©
in Fig. 1). The main component to be affected is the VIM that
is in charge of administering the host resources. In our design,
it handles a heterogeneous pool of distributed resources and
is aware of the single contributions that each host brings in
terms of capacity. In this context, it is desirable to differentiate
between infrastructure resources and the more transient ones,
dynamically joining the MEC-H thanks to vehicle availability
in the neighborhood.

Our architecture proposal implies the creation of a mech-
anism to handle far-edge resources joining and leaving the
MEC-H resource pool. Thus, each MEC-H defines an AoI
within which far-edge nodes (hosts) can decide whether to
provide their onboard resources. To model this mechanism,
we decided to involve a new external component in the core
network, named Broker, which handles the resource pooling of

several MEC-Hs. To this end, the Broker relies on a publish-
subscribe model to collect MEC-H AoI subscriptions and
manage notifications whenever new devices enter the area. The
AoI may depend on where MEC-Hs are located, i.e., at the
network edge or network aggregation points [5]. Hence, each
MEC-H, at bootstrap time, subscribes to an AoI that might
coincide with one or more zones, which typically correspond
to the coverage of the associated gNBs.

A reward system encourages far-edge nodes to lease their
computational capacity and join the resource pool. Two dif-
ferent schemes of the procedure are envisioned: network- or
vehicle-initiated. The former requires the Broker to provide
each far-edge node in the AoI a set of rewards to incentivise
resource leasing. The latter (steps 1©- 3© ) expects far-edge
nodes to manifest their intention to join the pool, by asking
for available rewards contextualized to the AoI. In both
cases, if the device finds acceptable terms, it can confirm
the intent to participate by communicating to the Broker
the set of leased resources. The current design adopts the
second approach, whereby vehicles obtain available rewards
and can autonomously decide whether completing resource
registration. Similarly, when one of them leaves the AoI, it
notifies the Broker, which forwards the release request to
the VIM managing that area. The latter in turn removes the
concerned resources from those available in the pool.

The resource release procedure (steps 4©- 6©) requires more
attention as the departing host may have applications running
on it. In such a case, after receiving the release notification,
the VIM triggers the migration procedure (step 6©) to move
running apps from one host to another and thus maintaining
service continuity with very low service interruptions. Both
registered hosts in the AoI and the local infrastructure of the
MEC-H are eligible to support the migration operation and
embrace the new application(s). The AMS, defined in the ETSI
standard, currently supports app migration in environments
encompassing multiple edge nodes. Our extension has been
designed to work in this perspective by extending the service
to further support intra-host migration in a standard way.
Furthermore, it is MEC-PM that is identified as the main
component that, during the procedure, acts as an intermediary
node between the AMS and the VIM for new app allocations.

Finally, concerning the resource allocation and scheduling
approach, the VIMs initial selection results in a set of hosts
eligible for app deployment; the scheduling phase, leading to
the identification of a single host, can be done by ordering
nodes depending on strategies that might favor certain aspects
over others. Some metric examples are the average latency
time between a host and the central infrastructure or the
probability of a node to further contribute to the resource pool
(i.e., based on historical data).

The proposed design approach paves the way for innovative
application scenarios, which go beyond the state-of-the-art
far-edge computing ones targeted nowadays, such as task
offloading and content caching. For example, our proposal
could be a key enabling element for the hosting of Federated
Learning [22] enabled environments at the far-edge layer.



Specifically, a MEC-App (federated server) running on MEC-
H local resource infrastructure can coordinate other MEC-
Apps (federated clients) deployed on remote resources during
the training on local data. The former can choose federated
clients by using the model descriptors and information col-
lected through the MEC standard API, while the latter, after
receiving a federated model, can start the training procedure
by relying on their status, local data, and received rewards.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS

We built a simulation model of the proposed ETSI MEC
extension in the OMNeT++ simulation tool, using Simu5G as
a communication library, so to demonstrate the viability of
our approach in (beyond) 5G scenarios. In the current release,
available in [6], vehicular nodes are modeled and identified
as 5G-enabled User Equipment (UE). The exposed vehicular
resources consider the CPU in terms of instructions/second,
RAM, and disk space available for the lease. Furthermore, the
vehicle model includes a MEC VI managing its onboard re-
sources and applications’ life-cycle and a module that manages
rewards, resource registration, and releasing.

At model startup, each MEC-H identifies its AoI corre-
sponding to an area within the associated gNB coverage. Thus,
when a vehicle enters the area, it starts interacting with the
Broker, according to the protocol described in Sec. IV. As a
result, the vehicle joins the MEC-H resource pool and can
be considered by the VIM scheduling logic, which in the
current implementation of our model, uses a simple Round
Robin algorithm. Note that when vehicles leave the AoI,
corresponding app migrations might be triggered: we have
decided to leverage only local MEC-H infrastructure as a target
platform where to migrate MEC-Apps. The rationale behind
this choice is to avoid expensive and inefficient domino effects
where a vehicle receiving a migrated app leaves the AoI, thus
triggering a new migration.
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Fig. 2: RTT variation with varying number of UE requests in
the considered service delivery scenarios. The x-axis denotes
the number of UEs requesting an app execution, while the
y-axis denotes the average Round-Trip Time between UEs
and the MEC-App. In the far-edge delivery mode, MEC-Apps
requested by the UEs are deployed onboard the vehicle VI.

In our environment, we adopted a 5G standalone network,
encompassing a single MEC-H and a cloud datacenter to en-
able comparisons among multiple service delivery modes. The
simulation scenario includes a parking area, where vehicles
can enter and leave as they want. We currently provide a
basic reward scheme, which is always accepted by vehicles
partaking the resource acquisition procedure.

We have conducted an extensive set of experiments on a
Linux VM running OMNeT++ having 16 CPUs and 64 GB
of RAM. It is noteworthy to point out that according to the
definition of discrete event simulator, OMNeT++ does not
consider the processing time spent to run the code of any
module; hence, all the evaluations concern network-related
delays. In the following, we evaluate our model and provide
an experimental analysis to assess model performance under
dynamic conditions.

A. Model validation

To validate the effectiveness of our model, we evaluate
the network-induced delays in three service delivery schemes,
namely at the cloud, edge of the network, and onboard the
vehicle. In the cloud scheme, the MEC-Apps are hosted on a
simulated cloud datacenter, thus involving data transmissions
spanning the 5G RAN, edge, and core network. The second
service delivery scheme embodies delays introduced by run-
ning MEC-App directly on the MEC-H, thus those due to 5G
RAN and MEC local User Plane Function (UPF) co-located
with the gNB [5]. The last scheme involves MEC-App running
on onboard vehicle resources, i.e., remote host in Fig. 1. In the
latter case, network delays are affected by data transmission
between the network (i.e., gNBs) and devices (i.e., vehicle
running MEC-Apps and UE requesting their execution).

Figure 2 shows the Round Trip Time (RTT) of the above-
mentioned schemes. On the x-axis, we considered the number
of clients requesting the execution of a MEC-App to assess the
behavior of the system under different load scenarios. In this
experimental setup, we assume that each UE requests precisely
the execution of a single MEC-App as soon as it enters the
gNB coverage. In this scenario, UEs are spawned at the same
time, simulating a flash-crowd phenomenon. Furthermore, to
avoid any bias in the results, each experiment is repeated 5
times.

The analysis of the third delivery scheme has been con-
ducted by considering different vehicle quantities participating
in the resource pool of the MEC-H namely, 50-100-150-200
vehicles. In this scenario, the MEC-App execution triggered by
the UEs requests is executed onboard the vehicle. This setting
allows us to get further insight into network tolerance and
relationships between delays and the number of apps deployed
on a single vehicle. The figure shows how the latency times are
steady even with more than 500 devices within the coverage
of the MEC-H associated gNB (note that computing-related
delays are not considered in the reported simulations).

Deploying MEC-Apps on vehicles brings the advantage
of reducing the RTT by around 50% as opposed to cloud
deployment. On the other hand, the far-edge scheme increases
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Fig. 3: Migration related metrics

the RTT by 3ms if compared with the edge mode, as it
exploits fully wireless communications via the 5G network
infrastructure. However, it should be noted that Simu5G han-
dles device-to-device (D2D) communications through the gNB
base station, thus employing a network-mediated communica-
tion model also in D2D scenarios. We expect that the adoption
of sidelink mode of 5G network would further reduce the RTT,
as this enables direct communication between two devices
without the participation of a gNB in data transmission and
reception.

B. Migration Study

As mentioned in Sec. II, far-edge nodes may leave the re-
source pool once their resources have been allocated, resulting
in a service disruption. To cope with this problem, the MEC-
H initiates a migration procedure, moving running apps from
the host leaving the resource pool into another one. However,
migration of stateful MEC-Apps may generate a downtime
period in which the involved app becomes unavailable.

To measure the associated performance indicators, we build
a realistic and innovative scenario involving vehicle volatility
and UE activities in a parking area context. To make this
scenario as close as possible to reality, we need information
regarding vehicle activity (i.e., vehicles joining and leaving an
AoI) and UEs activity exploiting a network connection in the
surrounding area. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
datasets related to a specific area and collecting information
similar to the scenario highlighted above. Thus, in order to
recreate such an environment, we ground our study and make
use of two real-world datasets [23], [24]. The first dataset
captures vehicle join and leave times in three parking garages
in the city of Arnhem, while the other one describes the usage
of public WiFi networks in the city of Bologna, recording the
number of users joining the WiFi network for each day hour.

To synthetize the aforementioned dynamics, we looked for
a relationship between these datasets, analyzing each parking
garage and each network available. Therefore, we selected one
parking garage context and location, and filtered Bologna’s
dataset using this information. The location chosen is the
Central garage, a parking area able to host more than 1000
vehicles and close to the train station of Arnhem. Successively,

we extracted data from WiFi networks within the train station
of Bologna. After the pre-processing step, we studied the
distributions of the occupancy time, i.e., the time a vehicle
stays parked, the average number of vehicles entering per hour,
and the average number of UEs joining the network per hour.
Based on the fitted distribution found for the occupancy time,
we decided to approximate it with a normal distribution with
mean µ = 202.80 minutes and standard deviation σ = 135.07.
Other metrics, i.e., the number of entering vehicles and UEs
per hour, are better captured by a Poisson distribution as they
are independent events that occur randomly within an hour,
but with a known average rate.

We use the obtained distributions in our simulation model
to spawn parked vehicles, hence the requesting UEs. This way,
we build a dynamic scenario and simulate vehicles joining and
leaving the AoI, and UE requests for MEC-App execution.
The simulation settings are the same as in the prior scenario,
i.e., each vehicle lends its onboard resources, and each UE
issues a request to run a MEC-App. The employed stateful
MEC-App logic, provided by Simu5G library, allows the user
to define a circular geographic area as a warning zone. The
app is responsible for notifying the user whenever it enters and
leaves that zone. More complex and meaningful location-based
applications could be built, considering innovative scenarios
such as decentralized (federated) learning etc.

Figure 3a illustrates the number of migrations generated
adopting the distributions described above. We considered four
arbitrary parking lot capacities (i.e., 50, 100, 150, and 200)
used to scale quantities generated by the Poisson distribution
of the original dataset describing vehicles’ entrances in the
parking lot. As MEC-App s are equally distributed among
the parked cars using Round Robin algorithm, lower park
capacities may correspond to a greater number of migrations,
for instance, during day time at 15:00 and 20:00. Note that the
number of migrations also depends on the user activities and
the amount of parking cars in that hour of the day, both gen-
erated through probability distributions. Thus, the relocations
occurred may vary according to the number of users requesting
for app execution and available car resources, which are not
illustrated in this paper. Furthermore, we analyzed the interval



from 13:00 to 21:00, as it corresponds to day hours with more
network activity.

Finally, the downtime has been measured by considering
the elapsed time between the shutdown of the app running on
the leaving host and the end-user receiving the new MEC-App
location. Generally speaking, the downtime may be affected
by latency between the two involved entities, i.e., remote and
local VI, and bandwidth [25]. In our experiments, the former
includes the delays due to MEC-H distance from the gNB and
5G radio delays, while the latter does not affect the service
interruption time, as the state sent by MEC-Apps is smaller
than 30B. Hence, as shown in Figure 3b, the downtime remains
stable around 7 ms.Overall, despite the number of MEC-
App relocations (Fig.3a) and the network activity increase, the
downtime remains stable when migrating MEC-Apps from one
host to another.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture extending
the ETSI MEC standard to enable the dynamic negotiation
and acquisition of far-edge resources at MEC-H level. The
presented scheme allows device owners to access a reward
system and addresses resource volatility problems as devices
join and leave the MEC-H resource pool. To demonstrate
the viability of our approach, we built a simulation model
that extends ETSI MEC towards scenarios with dynamic
availability of vehicular resources. The model is validated
with three service delivery schemes, thus demonstrating how
our approach introduces good performance in MEC-enabled
environments. Finally, we also proved its robustness in real-
world dynamic conditions.

Although the nature of our architecture considers both
physical and mobile nodes, in this discussion we have limited
the simulation-based evaluation to parked vehicles and local
migrations within the MEC-H. As future work, we envision
expanding our simulation model to support resources provided
by stationary and moving vehicles in more complex scenarios,
e.g. smart-city ones. Consequently, we plan to generalize
the reward mechanism to support pluggable reward schemes,
e.g., relying on user behaviors. Moreover, we plan to extend
the support for pluggable scheduling modules so to study
the effect of scheduling strategies that distribute and migrate
MEC applications among far-edge nodes according to device
parameters (e.g., energy consumption) and app requirements
(e.g., max latency).
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